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DISPARATE ACTS REDUX

The following are my notes to the lecture given at the Legacies and Lunch Program, Darragh Center, Central Arkansas Library, Little Rock, AR on September 2, 2015. I hope to flesh out the ideas here at a later 
time. 


PRESENTATION 
Thank you Colin and Kate. I am the third Bailin to present here. 4 years ago my 16 yo daughters, Sarah and Emma, presented their historical documentary, Return to Sender, in this very hall. I am proud to be 
following in their footsteps. Of course, they didn’t have Warren Criswell and Sammy Peters in the audience to face them at the next artist lunch. 


After the talk, all three of us will be available to answer any questions so Warren and Sammy will have their chance to set the record straight and, for those of you who want, we’ll be available to walk through 
the exhibition at the Butler Center.


While preparing for this talk, I received all kinds of help from them in the way of suggested talking points, things to emphasize and things not to bring up. Warren, in fact, prepared a separate talk on the 
similarities and differences we have in our approach to our art (which, I have to admit, is quite good and I hope he publishes it on his site) just in case I leave anything out. In fact his proposed talk was so 
good I decided a few days ago after I read it to throw out my prepared talk and start over. It was frustrating for sure but after nearly thirty years of high spirited conversation, arguments and disagreements 
with these guys, I was used to discarding not only my writing but many more drawings as a result. 


Frankly, a talk solely on the timeline, reviewing the major shifts in our styles and approaches can really be left to art writers, the readers of our catalog and to Warren, himself. I prefer to focus on the one thing 
we three always concern ourselves with: The Studio. And by that I mean that activity we do when we are alone in our studios and face a blank canvas or piece of paper.


This solves two problems: 1. It opens up a curtain that neither Sammy, Warren or I have been privy to with the others and 2. Whatever is said about that practice has been documented by my daughters and I 
can’t be held responsible for what is said by the others.
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We have been meeting weekly or bimonthly for nearly 30 yrs. and yet we rarely visit each others studio, (I think I’ve visited W’s four times and mostly to pick him or his art up or drop him off). We don't 
socialize outside of our lunches. But I consider those guys my closest and dearest friends. 


What links us? What makes us look forward to an interruption in our precious studio time? Its more than a shared commitment to making art, to understanding why we do what we do. Cooped up in our 
studios for hours on end, there comes a point where we have to abreact - decompress. As loving and forgiving (and they have to be) as our wives are, no one but artists will stand for the constant and intense 
interrogation of our processes and obsessions. To over simplify


CLICK TO CRISWELL BUBBLE 
For Warren his abreaction is toward the ambush of the image and towards the ambivalent, avenging and sociopathic muse.


CLICK TO PETERS BUBBLE 
For Sammy it is creating through the haze of fumes that can lay to waste millions of brain cells and nerve endings within an extremely hot or extremely cold studio environment.


CLICK TO BAILIN BUBBLE 
For me, the realization that my work moves in a slow and steady pace towards obliterating the very physical remains of my narratives in the drawn image.


What this all comes down to is battling the pit. That is the release we seek in our company. The best way to explain the pit is to hear it from a master: Milton Resnick
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Milton Resnick
1917 – 2004

Clip	  from	  A	  World	  of	  Art:	  Works	  in	  Progress:	  Part	  7,	  Produced	  by	  Oregon	  Public	  Broadcas8ng	  in	  associa8on	  with	  Oregon	  State	  University.	  1997

Clip from A World of Art: Works in Progress: Part 7

Produced by Oregon Public Broadcasting in association with Oregon State University. 1997
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PETERS 

We’ll begin our ART SAFARI with Sammy Peters. I’ve selected him first because I’ve never heard him abreact. I’ve never heard him say a bad thing about any artist. He is the gentleman and scholar of our 
group. He rarely talks but when he does it strikes at the heart of the matter. I have been trying to write the definitive essay on him for at least three years. I just can’t do it. How do you describe art work so 
beautiful and sublime that it takes your breath away…that is so perfect that it draws you into it and you never want to leave it. 


On Nature: His work deals with the edge. He points out to the street to make a point about the intrusion of nature onto man. I see it every where now. 



Video	  clip	  by	  DoubleTroublets	  Produc8ons	  [Sarah	  and	  Emma	  Bailin]
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ON  TITLES

ON  COLLAGE

video	  clips	  by	  Pat	  McKelvey

On Titles: they work just like his paintings - tectonic plates bringing in new references/meanings even as they erase others. 


On Collage: patterns and textures that were worn and now mimic the painted ones. 
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CRISWELL began as a photorealistic watercolorist. 


As brush replaced typewriter, Criswell demanded more from his materials and from his working process than mindless photo duplication and drew inspiration and ideas from sketches - sketches drawn in the 
dark, inside strip clubs and on shoulders of highways at night. From the cool vision mediated through the lens of a photograph to the hot vision mediated through his flesh and blood, Criswell learned to see 
the world and discovered what he called the membrane (the interface between existence and essence, chaos and order, beauty and ugliness, humor and pain) and the anxiety of the creative act (those 
stunning moments where the image becomes the idea only to escape from grasp).


Criswell is an artist’s artist. Scarecrows, ravens, golems, myth and mysticism, the Doppelgänger, storms and seas litter his work as he plows through the topography of history, culture and the personal. He 
calls it his addiction - the need to create art to achieve an opening onto existence and the need to create again as a result of its closing. Art is dangerous, he says, because it penetrates our defenses against 
truth, and strips us bare, but mostly because the process flirts with death. The multiple styles and techniques he employs in producing his art, the almost frantic attempts at solidifying (finish, lay to rest) an 
idea or vision, the constant struggle to balance the literary with the visual, the theme with its rendering, and to reconcile consciousness and grace, idea and image, objective analysis and subjective action, are 
obvious in every drawing, painting, and sculpture he creates.


The Punishment, 2007 
Criswell: The artist in his studio. He has either passed out (from wine) or is dead (from pills) or is just pretending to be. Other versions of him are working on a painting on the easel behind him, a painting of 
himself pretending to be Tityus in Michelangelo's drawing "The Punishment of Tityus," portraying the son of Gaia having his liver eaten nightly by vultures (in this case crows) for his attempt to fuck a forbidden 
goddess. The crows fly out of the painting, into the studio. A golden spiral can be traced from the artist's ear, through the chair back, his hand, the wine glass, the sketch pads, the pond out the back door, the 
moon, Venus, up to the fluorescent tubes overhead. 


Cut to Black, 2007 
Criswell: These are the props I used for "The Punishment," in random disarray on the card table. I was ambushed by them when I walked into the studio one night. I set up a small easel and painted exactly 
what I saw on the table, without moving anything, as with all of my still-lifes. If I move anything I lose it. On the yellow pad on top is a sketch for the guy slumped on the table, and the pad underneath is a 
storyboard for an animation, under the last frame of which is written "END--crow fills screen--cut to black." I was thinking of the end of the last episode of The Sopranos. 

Flash Flood, 2002 
Criswell: A guilty looking naked guy clutching a Superman suit is caught in the headlights during a storm on a flooding I-30 exit ramp. (In an earlier version I painted myself as Superman flying but it didn't work 
and this was the result. In my version of this talk I pointed out that back in the day both you - as in "Salt" and "Moses and Aaron" and I - as in "The Pool" and "Backstage" - were able to defy gravity, but that 
we subsequently lost that ability, like Icarus.) 
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calls it his addiction - the need to create art to achieve an opening onto existence and the need to create again as a result of its closing. Art is dangerous, he says, because it penetrates our defenses against 
truth, and strips us bare, but mostly because the process flirts with death. The multiple styles and techniques he employs in producing his art, the almost frantic attempts at solidifying (finish, lay to rest) an 
idea or vision, the constant struggle to balance the literary with the visual, the theme with its rendering, and to reconcile consciousness and grace, idea and image, objective analysis and subjective action, are 
obvious in every drawing, painting, and sculpture he creates.


The Punishment, 2007 
Criswell: The artist in his studio. He has either passed out (from wine) or is dead (from pills) or is just pretending to be. Other versions of him are working on a painting on the easel behind him, a painting of 
himself pretending to be Tityus in Michelangelo's drawing "The Punishment of Tityus," portraying the son of Gaia having his liver eaten nightly by vultures (in this case crows) for his attempt to fuck a forbidden 
goddess. The crows fly out of the painting, into the studio. A golden spiral can be traced from the artist's ear, through the chair back, his hand, the wine glass, the sketch pads, the pond out the back door, the 
moon, Venus, up to the fluorescent tubes overhead. 


Cut to Black, 2007 
Criswell: These are the props I used for "The Punishment," in random disarray on the card table. I was ambushed by them when I walked into the studio one night. I set up a small easel and painted exactly 
what I saw on the table, without moving anything, as with all of my still-lifes. If I move anything I lose it. On the yellow pad on top is a sketch for the guy slumped on the table, and the pad underneath is a 
storyboard for an animation, under the last frame of which is written "END--crow fills screen--cut to black." I was thinking of the end of the last episode of The Sopranos. 

Flash Flood, 2002 
Criswell: A guilty looking naked guy clutching a Superman suit is caught in the headlights during a storm on a flooding I-30 exit ramp. (In an earlier version I painted myself as Superman flying but it didn't work 
and this was the result. In my version of this talk I pointed out that back in the day both you - as in "Salt" and "Moses and Aaron" and I - as in "The Pool" and "Backstage" - were able to defy gravity, but that 
we subsequently lost that ability, like Icarus.) 



The	  Punishment,	  2007,	  oil	  on	  canvas,	  48	  x	  36	  inches,	  private	  collec8on Cut	  to	  Black,	  2007,	  oil	  on	  canvas,	  18	  x	  24	  inches Flash	  Flood,	  Oil	  on	  Linen,	  36	  x	  48	  inches,	  private	  collec8on

The	  Ques=on,	  oil	  on	  linen,	  36	  x	  43	  inches,	  private	  collec8on Eldorado,	  2013,	  oil	  on	  canvas,	  30	  x	  40	  inches

CRISWELL began as a photorealistic watercolorist. 


As brush replaced typewriter, Criswell demanded more from his materials and from his working process than mindless photo duplication and drew inspiration and ideas from sketches - sketches drawn in the 
dark, inside strip clubs and on shoulders of highways at night. From the cool vision mediated through the lens of a photograph to the hot vision mediated through his flesh and blood, Criswell learned to see 
the world and discovered what he called the membrane (the interface between existence and essence, chaos and order, beauty and ugliness, humor and pain) and the anxiety of the creative act (those 
stunning moments where the image becomes the idea only to escape from grasp).


Criswell is an artist’s artist. Scarecrows, ravens, golems, myth and mysticism, the Doppelgänger, storms and seas litter his work as he plows through the topography of history, culture and the personal. He 
calls it his addiction - the need to create art to achieve an opening onto existence and the need to create again as a result of its closing. Art is dangerous, he says, because it penetrates our defenses against 
truth, and strips us bare, but mostly because the process flirts with death. The multiple styles and techniques he employs in producing his art, the almost frantic attempts at solidifying (finish, lay to rest) an 
idea or vision, the constant struggle to balance the literary with the visual, the theme with its rendering, and to reconcile consciousness and grace, idea and image, objective analysis and subjective action, are 
obvious in every drawing, painting, and sculpture he creates.


The Punishment, 2007 
Criswell: The artist in his studio. He has either passed out (from wine) or is dead (from pills) or is just pretending to be. Other versions of him are working on a painting on the easel behind him, a painting of 
himself pretending to be Tityus in Michelangelo's drawing "The Punishment of Tityus," portraying the son of Gaia having his liver eaten nightly by vultures (in this case crows) for his attempt to fuck a forbidden 
goddess. The crows fly out of the painting, into the studio. A golden spiral can be traced from the artist's ear, through the chair back, his hand, the wine glass, the sketch pads, the pond out the back door, the 
moon, Venus, up to the fluorescent tubes overhead. 


Cut to Black, 2007 
Criswell: These are the props I used for "The Punishment," in random disarray on the card table. I was ambushed by them when I walked into the studio one night. I set up a small easel and painted exactly 
what I saw on the table, without moving anything, as with all of my still-lifes. If I move anything I lose it. On the yellow pad on top is a sketch for the guy slumped on the table, and the pad underneath is a 
storyboard for an animation, under the last frame of which is written "END--crow fills screen--cut to black." I was thinking of the end of the last episode of The Sopranos. 

Flash Flood, 2002 
Criswell: A guilty looking naked guy clutching a Superman suit is caught in the headlights during a storm on a flooding I-30 exit ramp. (In an earlier version I painted myself as Superman flying but it didn't work 
and this was the result. In my version of this talk I pointed out that back in the day both you - as in "Salt" and "Moses and Aaron" and I - as in "The Pool" and "Backstage" - were able to defy gravity, but that 
we subsequently lost that ability, like Icarus.) 



ON THE MUSE

Video clip by DoubleTroublets Productions

http://www.warrencriswell.com/penthesilea_evolution-fs.html



ON THE MUSE

Video clip by DoubleTroublets Productions

Penthesilea	  (Love	  is	  a	  Dog	  Bite),	  2011,	  oil	  on	  canvas,	  36	  x	  48	  inches

http://www.warrencriswell.com/penthesilea_evolution-fs.html
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Book.	  2009,	  Charcoal,	  Oil,	  Pastel	  and	  Coffee	  on	  Prepared	  Paper,	  50½	  x	  55	  inches
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Remnants.	  2012,	  Charcoal	  and	  Coffee	  on	  Prepared	  Paper,	  52½	  x	  54	  inches
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Remnants. 2012, Charcoal and Coffee on Prepared Paper, 52 x 54 
inches

Papers.	  2014,	  Charcoal,	  Oil,	  Pastel	  and	  Coffee	  on	  Prepared	  Paper,	  72½	  x	  83	  inches



SUUM • CUIQUE • VENENUM

DISPARATE ACTS REDUX

Oliver Sachs wrote: “When the writing is flowing, I am powerful and cheerful and can’t imagine it ever being otherwise. And when the writing becomes blocked, I am 
crestfallen and palsied, and there, too, I can’t imagine it ever being otherwise. In either case, my visions of the future are at all times characterized by a spurious 
permanence.”

http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2015/04/oliver-sacks-autobiography-before-cancer
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Oliver Sachs wrote: “When the writing is flowing, I am powerful and cheerful and can’t imagine it ever being otherwise. And when the writing becomes blocked, I am 
crestfallen and palsied, and there, too, I can’t imagine it ever being otherwise. In either case, my visions of the future are at all times characterized by a spurious 
permanence.”
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